INTRODUCTION
THE REVOLUTIONARY LEGACY IN FRENCH
POLITICAL THOUGHT
" the true history of our century/' wrote Louis Blanc some
eighty years ago,1 " is the history of its ideas. Diplomatic
schemes, court intrigues, noisy debates, market-place struggles,
all these are but the superficial agitation of communities.
Their real life is elsewhere, in that mysterious development of
general tendencies, that secret hidden elaboration of doctrines
which prepared revolutions."
Revolution is indeed one of the key-words of the period with
which we are concerned. Issuing from an epoch so tangled that
historians have been forced to call it " revolutionary, " we are
ushered first into fifty-five years of political turmoil and rest-
lessness, marked by five revolutionary changes,2 and then into
another forty-five years, free indeed from violent outward
change, but in which the possibility of revolution is scarcely
ever absent from people's minds and twice at least is nearly
realized.3 It is scarcely possible to overestimate the importance
of the revolutionary factor in French political life since 1789.
The other key-word of the period is the word " war/' The
century with which we are concerned is enclosed within two
world wars, and divided into two equal parts by a war, less in
1	Histoire deDix Ans, iii., p. 89.
2	The Restoration (counting as one both returns of Louis XVIII., and
ignoring the Hundred Days), 1830, 1848, 1851-1852 and 1870.
:i In 1889 (Boulangism) and 1899 (Dreyfus Affair). "The old revolution-
ary spirit was represented by the Reactionaries, who rejected all compromise,
both new and old, and, while apparently desiring the restoration of the
ancien r/gime, were in fact only modifying the application and context of
the revolutionary principle, leaving the form intact. Maistre speaks of the
constituent powers of the Pope, Bonald desires a purely rational legislation,
Lamennais would overthrow all the traditional relations of Church and
State. This revolutionary ferment had real effects on politics. Ultras oppose
the constitutional king and champion Parliament, demand a broad suffrage
because the people were still supporters of throne and altar" (Ruggiero,
European Liberalism, p. 173). Cf. the oft-quoted saying : " la democratic, c'est
le nom que nous donnons au peuple quand nous avons besoin de lui."
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